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Oh To Be a
Stranger!

P

arshat Sh'mot introduces us to
the notions that separate us as a
people from others. A tension arises
between the new king of Egypt who did
not know Yosef and the Hebrews that lived
in Goshen in a remote part of northern
Egypt. Today, we might call the disparate
views of Jews living in foreign lands and
the oppressive treatment they received at
the hands of their host countries: “AntiSemitism.”
In truth, that term was only coined in
1873 by the German political agitator
Wilhelm Marr. However, anti-Semitism
can be traced back all the way to our
Parsha and the Exodus. Following R.
Hirsch, the “new Pharaoh” was a king
that conquered Egypt who did not know
of the special treatment offered to Bnei
Yisrael on account of the bond with
Yosef. He had no grievance with the
“Jews” per se; they had done nothing
wrong. Similarly, Amalek would attack
the people on their way out of Egypt for
no apparent reason.
However, kings are paranoid. Since Egypt,
the strongest world power, had no a priori
cause to fear the Jewish presence, R.
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Hirsch surmises that the conquering force
brought many of their people to live in
Egypt. The Israelites were now competitors
for land; they were multiplying at such a
rate that they would burst out of Goshen
and permeate the kingdom.
Now the new Pharoah did what many
rulers did to placate the populace they were
(now) subjugating, namely the Egyptian
people. Like the Nazi regime (and others
throughout history), the autocrat created
a lower, inferior class singled out as “too
powerful.” In other words, Pharoah’s Jewhatred was a political measure instituted
from above to strengthen his use of
force and violence. This new lower class
could be roundly condemned as pariahs;
their measly status gave the rest of the
population a feeling that compared to the
Jews, they were “free men.”
Pharoah then concocts a new case
against the Israelites: Because of their
great numbers, the Jews will eventually
rise against us; they will side with our
enemies. Because of their wealth, they are
an excellent source of tax-revenue: They
should pay for their rights to be among us –
but more so, the tax burden, the extortion,
should afflict these undesirable foreigners.
Finally, Bnei Yisrael became slaves, “with
crushing hardness” – בפרך, the Hebrew
word implying (further) separation from

the Egyptian population, now with dehumanizing hard labor and all manner of embittered work. It sounds uncannily familiar
to those who endured the Nazi Holocaust:
No longer did the people have rights, including rights of appeal or redress.
Rav Hirsch points out a compelling
historical message in the light of the
above. What had transpired was precisely
what Hashem had told Avraham: The
three elements of the plan for Avraham’s
descendants were now fulfilled, namely,
that the people would be strangers in a
foreign land, that they would be enslaved,
and finally they would be persecuted.
How do we understand the unfolding of
history? Are the Pharaohs of this world
tyrants or tools? As is known, Hashem
gives us free choice. These rulers were
indeed tyrants. And over the centuries,
anti-Semitism in all its pernicious forms
served these despots, one way or another.
As a people, we have suffered indescribable
insults at the hands of other nations – and
the perpetrations continue until this day.
We might understand these torments as
a national purification of our collective
soul or as suffering as a prerequisite
for the eventual Ge’ulah. Whatever our
interpretation of Jew-hatred, let us at
least raise our consciousness regarding
strangers in our midst. Let us bear in mind
that of the twenty-four times the Torah
talks of people’s rights, the “stranger in the
land” receives special protection.
Shabbat Shalom!
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